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TIMMY GLOBAL HEALTH COLLEGE CONFERENCE
STRUCTURE

Timmy Chapter leadership changes over the years to fit the growing club

Create committees based on events or activities
Strengthen internal COMMUNICATION

Communication is the element that maintains and sustains relationships

*How we say something is as important as what we say*

Feedback is extremely critical in all communication situations
Communication in your chapter

**Bold Important Stuff**

**Tailor Your Message**

**Use Formal and Informal Communication**

---

Example Email:

Subject: Mandatory Elections Next Week

leaders@timmyglobalhealth.org

**Mandatory Elections Next Week**

**Dear Exec Board,**

Next week we will be having elections for the new board. It is imperative that you be there, especially if you plan on running for a position.
Keeping members engaged

“Members should feel like they matter, their voice is heard, and they’re gaining something from the experience.”
HOW?

Delegate → Be Social!

Mini Trips → Local Service

Global Health Education → Competition
Moving beyond the trip
Capitalizing on Alumni

Keep an alumni email listserv & send newsletters

Frequently updating your social media outlets

invite alumni to attend or speak at your events

Contact alumni to be medical professionals for your trip
Transitions

Create a yearly plan
Streamlining Archives
Transition Meetings

Partnerships

Within the Timmy Network
Outside of the Timmy Network
CHAPTER STUDENT GUIDE

Taking your Chapter to the Next Level
Moving Beyond the Timmy Trip

Introduction
As past Timmy chapter leaders, we have seen the fluctuation in involvement that Timmy chapters experience from year to year. Often times, we feel strong at the beginning of the year with many new faces at the Call Out meeting and...